CREATIVE WRITING

Walking to Montjuïc
Claire Rosslyn Wilson

Streetlights blink on, the afternoon sun withdraws
its fingers from my face. Heat that wilted now
lingers in cement reach out a hand to catch
the cooling stone heart of this city wings
its fingers from my face. Heat that wilted now
leaks out while a parrot forages before night
the cooling stone heart of this city wings
to a heavy nest, the tree branch grips, its ache
leaks out while a parrot forages before night,
puts weight on the fissures steadily pulling and hops on
to a heavy nest, the tree branch grips its ache.
A loosed leaf makes its escape to the sky
puts weight on the fissures steadily pulling, and hops on
air currents that carry the freed above rooflines.
A loosed leaf makes its escape to the sky,
is sucked back, under the wheels of a car, and dreams of
air currents that carry the freed above rooflines.
A seed floating in this pressure cooker reaches for dirt,
is sucked back, under the wheels of a car, and dreams
of death. Every night the rot is evicted, the stench
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subsides like a tide retreating to the deep, yet it
lingers in cement reach out a hand to catch
the asphyxiating breath of this city as I walk home
streetlights blink on, the afternoon sun withdraws.
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